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Abstract: The Romanian rural area has a rich culture with a strong 
traditional character differing from one region to another; the problem 
here is that the rural area cannot fully valorise its resources because of 
the lack of not enough promotion of the rural areas and of a proper 
infrastructure. In this paper, we present measures from the National 
Programme of Romania’s Development (PNDR) 2007-2013 which aims 
at increasing the attractiveness of the rural area through renovation and 
integrate development of Romanian villages for sustainable development.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Economic and social development of the rural area is directly linked 
to the existence of rural infrastructure and of basic services. 

Basic services are one of the key issues of the Romanian rural area 
because of their low level of development.  

Rural infrastructure, mainly rural roads and water supply, have had a 
significant negative impact on rural development in general and on non-
agricultural investors in particular. The lack of water supply systems and of 
sewage systems affect the health of the people living in the rural area and 
discourage foreign investments. 
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MATERIAL AND METHOD 
 

To identify the ways of stopping Romanian village degradation and 
of developing them, we appealed to the study of natural, human, and socio-
cultural resources in the rural locality, to the analysis of their level of 
development and to the analysis of rural development policies all of which 
aim financial aids for rural development during the period 2007-2013 by 
both the European Union and Romania’s government. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
At present, only a small part of the communes in Romania are 

connected to water supply systems, which means that access to these 
facilities limits the development and attractiveness of the rural area. 

Rural route system also is underdeveloped thus limiting the 
economic development of the rural area. 

Culture is an important component of the Romanian village, a field 
which could contribute in a specific way to the increase of the village 
attractiveness, particularly for the young population. 

Though the Romanian rural area ahs a rich culture with a strong 
traditional character differing from one region to another, it cannot fully 
valorise its resources, perpetuating a paradoxical state of precariousness 
because of the lack of attractiveness and of promotion of the rural areas.  

Romanian villages have a particular cultural and architectural heritage, 
different from one region to another, which confers them a specific identity 
from the point of view of their way of living and of valorising local resources. 

Rural areas have a high potential in the following fields: 
- cultural heritage such as cultural monuments, memorial houses, churches, 

museums, archaeological sites, historical centres, etc.; 
- traditions and customs; 
- variety and richness of natural resources. 
But there are also deficiencies such as: 
- infrastructure (communal roads, streets, infrastructure, water supply, 

sewerage, etc.) are not enough developed and maintained; 
- most cultural and historical heritage sites as well as traditional 
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architecture are not properly maintained and in an advanced state of 
degradation; 

- areas of public interest (commercial markets, parking areas, parks, etc.) 
are not managed and maintained; 

- deficitary services for the needs of the population. 
 During the period 2007-2013, the European Union supports rural 
development in Romania through the European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development (FEADR). 
 Axis 3 of the PNDR ‘”Quality of life in the rural area and diversification 
of rural economy” contains several measures among which Measure 322 
“Renovating, developing villages, improving basic services for economy and 
rural population and for the valorisation of rural heritage” which has a direct 
impact on the development of Romanian villages. 
 Objectives of the Measure 322 

The goal of this measure is to increase the attractiveness of the rural area 
through renovation and integrate development of the villages for sustainable 
development.  

The area of application is the rural area of Romania in accordance with 
national legislation. 

This measure aims at the following actions to be taken: 
- developing and modernising rural infrastructure; 
- managing areas of public interest; 
- studying and investigating the protection of cultural heritage of local 

interest (e.g. village cultural features); 
- investments in basic services. 
The interventions aim at the following:  
a) Developing and modernising rural infrastructure.  
In this case, the following types of investments are supported: 
- building and modernising communal roads, vicinal roads, 

streets, and local roads that link the village with some areas of 
tourism interest in the rural area; 

- building and modernising infrastructure of the water supply and 
sewerage types (water supply systems and sewerage systems 
including water plants) in rural localities with less than 10,000 
inhabitants and in localities that have accessed other 
governmental or European programmes for the completion of 
the infrastructure; 
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- power supply and/or illuminating networks; 
- building and modernising platforms for wastes and the necessary 

facilities; 
- building and/or modernising the local public network of gas 

supply. 
b) Managing areas of public interest.  
The following types of investments are supported in this case: 
- establishing, managing and renovating the civic centre (e.g. 

landscaping, parks, parking sites, squares, building gables, etc.); 
- investing in cultural establishments and services (e.g. renovating, 

modernising, equipping libraries, culture houses, etc.); 
- areas of public interest (commercial markets, parking lots, parks, 

etc.) are not managed or maintained; 
- deficitary services for the population. 

 c) Studying and investigating the protection of cultural heritage of 
local interest (e.g. village cultural features).  
 In this case, the following types of investments are supported: 

- restoring, consolidating, and preserving heritage items in 
culturally protected areas; 

- restoring, consolidating, and preserving inside, outside murals, 
frescoes, and sculptures; 

- studying cultural heritage (material and immaterial) and the ways 
of valorising it; 

- purchasing traditional costumes and musical instruments to 
promote immaterial cultural heritage; 

- managing the exhibition and protection of the cultural heritage. 
 d) Investments in basic services.  
 The following types of investments are supported in this case: 

- investing and equipping social economy (children, senior, and 
special need people care centres; 

- equipping public transportation means for special cases (e.g. 
aged people, disabled people, children, etc.); 

- equipping public interest units with renewable energy 
equipment; 

- investing in local administration services (e.g. tools and 
equipment for snow removal services, for green areas 
maintenance, etc.). 
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For all these four types of actions they support the costs related to the 
contribution and costs generated by the project as well as expenses with 
architects and engineers, consultancy, studies of feasibility, and purchase of 
patents and licenses. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
1. The Operation Villages Roumains (established as association in 

1994 at the Banat University of Agricultural Science and Veterinary 
Medicine in Timişoara aimed mainly at developing the relationships 
between Western communes and Romanian villages, at preserving the 
specificity, the authenticity of the traditional Romanian village in any 
geographical area of the country as well as the economic, ecological, and 
socio-cultural development. Though at the time over 3,000 communes in 
Western Romania established relationships with Romanian ones, the results 
are far from expected ones. 

2. After 1990, the Romanian village, already subjected to communist 
transformation and systematisation processes, continued to degrade and is 
still degrading despite its quality of European Union member nation since 
2007. 

3. In many European Union member nations, entire villages were 
turned into cultural heritage, preserving their local architecture and 
traditions; in Romania, the traditional village is disappearing little by little. 

4. The disappearance of the Romanian village as a traditional form 
of organisation and specificity will lead to the disappearance of the identity 
of the Romanian people and of our national identity. 

5. Globalisation and the effects of the economic crisis also lead to a 
degradation of the Romanian rural area, because the village-producers tend 
more and more to become village-consumers of the supermarkets. 

6. Using the same house architecture, the same building materials 
with no difference from one region to another, the differences between 
Maramureş, Bucovina, Banat or the Danube Delta will disappear. 

7. The programmes of rural development should be designed so that 
they: 

- start from regional level and encourage local initiatives based on 
domestic development; 
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- put man and his problems at the centre of concepts and decision-
making; 

- protect and preserve the positive values of rural society and 
particularly those of the traditional family in order to integrate 
youth in the life of the rural community; 

- strengthen and consolidate the life of the community; 
- preserve and promote cultural and historical features of the rural 

area; 
- encourage the diversification of the activities and the 

relationships of the rural population with the rest of the 
population. 
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